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1. All sections (including the References section) of works created in APA style are double spaced, in 12-point type, with 1-inch margins.

2. All within text citations must be appropriately cited in the References section, and vice versa.

3. Within the text, all paraphrasing and references to the works of others must be properly cited (see the “Within Text Citations” section for examples).

4. Within the text, all direct quotes must be enclosed with quotation marks and properly cited (see #4 in the “Within Text Citations” section for two examples). The only exception is that all quotes containing 40 or more words must be displayed in a free-standing block of typewritten lines with no quotation marks. Every line in a block quote is indented five spaces from the left margin (in the same manner as for a new paragraph). In the case of a citation for a quotation from an online source that does not contain page numbers, use paragraph numbers if they are visible and the abbreviation para. in place of p. as you would use for a page number [for example, (para. 7)]. If neither page nor paragraph numbers are available, use the heading and the number of the paragraph following it [for example, (Review section, para. 5)].

5. For each citation in the References section, the first line should not be indented but all lines after the first should be indented in the same manner as for a new paragraph (see the “Citing References” section for examples).

6. In the References section, only the very first word, the first word after a colon, the first word of a new line after a punctuation mark, and proper nouns in a book title are capitalized, and the entire book title is italicized.
7. In the References section, only the very first word, the first word after a colon, the first word of a new line after a punctuation mark, and proper nouns in an article title are capitalized, and the title of the journal containing the article and the journal volume number are italicized.

8. For a within text citation, when the name of an author is used as part of the narrative you need only include the year in the first citation of the paragraph. You may then use just the author’s surname throughout the remainder of the paragraph.

9. For a within text citation, when a work has two authors both names must be cited every time the reference occurs in the text. When a work has three, four, or five authors, all names must be included the first time the reference occurs, but in subsequent citations only the surname of the first author followed by et al. (and the year the first time the reference is citing within a paragraph) should be used.

10. For a within text citation, when a work has no identified author, cite the first few words of the References list entry (which is usually the title) and the year. Use quotation marks if the title of an article, chapter, or web page is used, and italicize if a periodical, book, brochure, or report is used.

11. Only include the month or month and date with the year of publication when the source cited is a monthly or weekly periodical.

12. Many electronically published sources have been assigned a digital object identifier (DOI), which provides a persistent link to locations on the Internet. Given its function, the DOI should always be included in the References section citation when available. The DOI can usually be found on the first page of the electronic source, near the copyright information. If no DOI has been assigned, the URL should be used.
13. Spacing is important in APA. Use one space after commas, colons, semicolons, periods that separate parts of a reference citation, and periods of the initials in personal names. Do not insert a space after the internal periods in abbreviations, or between the volume and issue numbers in References section citations. Use two spaces after punctuation marks at the end of a sentence.

14. For citing a work discussed in a secondary source, cite the secondary source in the reference list and the original work in the text. For example, if Coehlo’s work is cited in Bolman and Deal, see #5 in the “Within Text Citations” section and #11 in the “Citing References” section for proper formatting.
**Within Text Citations**

1. **Work with Two Authors (correlates with #3 in the “Citing References” section)**

Pierangelo and Giuliani (2001) described…Additionally, Pierangelo and Giuliani (2001) said…

2. **Work with More Than Two and Up to Seven Authors (correlates with #4 in the “Citing References” section)**

In their book, Anderson, Krathwohl, Airasian, Cruikshank, and Mayer (2001) stated…

Anderson et al. (2001) also found…

3. **Work by an Organization as Author (correlates with #6 in the “Citing References” section)**

As stated by the Public Schools of North Carolina (2004)…

4. **Quoting Directly from a Work**

According to Payne (2001), “The two anchors of any effective discipline program that moves students to self-governance are structure and choice” (p. 101).

“Many of the behaviors that students bring to school are necessary to help them survive outside of school” (Payne, 2001, p. 100).

5. **Work Discussed in a Secondary Source (correlates with #11 in the “Citing References” section)**

Coehlo (as cited in Bolman and Deal, 1995) claims that…
Citing References

1. Journal Article


2. Book with One Author


3. Book with Two Authors (correlates with #1 in the “Within Text Citations” section)


4. Book with More Than Two and Up to Seven Authors (correlates with #2 in the “Within Text Citations” section)


5. Edited Book

6. Organization as Author (correlates with # 3 in the “Within Text Citations” section)


7. Online Source with No DOI Assigned


8. Online Source with a DOI Assigned


9. ERIC Report


10. Specific Pages/Sections/Chapters Within a Book by the Book’s Author


11. Work Discussed in a Secondary Source (correlates with # 5 in the “Within Text Citations” section)